Beyond Fundamentalism - confronting religious extremism in the age of globalization reza aslan on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers a very persuasive argument for the best way to counter jihadism the washington post from the bestselling author of zealot and host of believer the wars in the middle east have become religious wars in which god is believed to be directly, why question beliefs dangers of placing ideas beyond - there is a constant need for us to question our own beliefs and the beliefs of those around us it creates a healthy atmosphere of skepticism and intelligence and prevents people from coming to unreasonable conclusions the way our brains work means that we frequently misinterpret events and data and in particular we always think there is more rationality and evidence for our beliefs than, the gospel of inclusion reaching beyond religious - the gospel of inclusion reaching beyond religious fundamentalism to the true love of god and self carlton pearson on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers fourth generation fundamentalist carlton pearson a christian megastar and host takes a courageous and controversial stand on religion that proposes a hell less christianity and a gospel of inclusion that calls for an end to, what s the harm in religious fundamentalism - 368 379 people killed 306 096 injured and over 2 815 931 000 in economic damages what s the harm in religious fundamentalism some religious sects engage in beliefs or practices that go far beyond the norm and are dangerous to the health or well being of their own members, lost boys mormon fundamentalism wikipedia - lost boys is a term used for young men who have been excommunicated or pressured to leave polygamous mormon fundamentalist groups such as the fundamentalist church of jesus christ of latter day saints flds they are alleged to be pressured to leave by adult men to reduce competition for wives within such sects usually when they are between the ages of 13 and 21, browse subjects harvard university press - browse and subscribe to rss feeds of harvard university press titles by subject library publishing partner or series and see a list of featured books and collections, why my son will leave malaysia rise of racism prejudice - why my son will leave malaysia rise of racism prejudice religiosity fundamentalism and unscientific thinking by christopher teh boon sung no country can take care of malaysians better than malaysia i am not sure who said this first perhaps it was already a common dictum long before when i first heard it at a young age, teaching our children the raw parts of scripture the - one of the things that i realized the first time that i taught through the book of genesis is that the patriarchal narratives look far more like something that you would see on showdown than something that you would hear on focus on the family whether it is the record of cain murdering his brother, time to move on religion has cost too much vexen co uk - it was once the case that new religious movements were considered to be a symptom of social problems now the tide has turned and much of the world has now come to consider religion in general to be the cause of social malaise 1 some such as william james defend religion by saying that it is merely human behaviour that causes problems 2 however despite the sure progress of humankind towards